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and his best friends stumble upon a secret in his deserted basement, and fall into another dimension with
three moons, foggy woods, and an ancient castle-Oremanta.

Learning who he really is, how he came to this remote planet, and the shocking, ugly mystery of Oremanta
aren't as bad as the quest he finds himself obligated to complete-killing someone he never thought he'd meet
in Oremanta to save everyone.
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From Reader Review Nostalgic Rain: Galaxies Away for online
ebook

John Matt says

Disclaimer: I have received this ARC (Advance Reading Copy) as an exchange for my honest review.

"The more you feed your fear, the more you become imprisoned by it"

(Spoiler-Free)

Let's start this review with the MC: Leland Hopegone. Leland is a 17-year old boy who lives with his mother
and two siblings in the town of temblewood. Initially, I didn't find Leland to be really different from other
YA MC'S. He had a good background story, but that was it. But as the story progresses, Leland became one
of the characters I felt attached to. The author was able to hide the traits that made Leland who he was, and
was able to show them as the story unfolded itself. What I liked about this MC is that he has a reason to
fight, a cause to defend, and one hell of a quest to complete.

The world-building in Nostalgic Rain is unique. The author had the ability to build a brand new world and
yet didn't bore me with pages upon pages of description as seen in many fantasy books. You barely notice
that he was describing something, but right when you finish a chapter, everything is painted in your head as
if you're living the story.

I wish though that there has been less POV'S in this book. The story is mainly told through Leland's POV,
but sometimes the narratives switches, which I found kind of distracting.

Plot (Spoiler-Free):

The thing I liked the most in NR is the plot. Every chapter moves the story forward, and the chapters end
with some of the best cliffhangers i've read in a while, making it nearly impossible to stop reading.

I have read many titles this year. But I can say, hands down, that this debut novel has one of the best endings
i've read in a while. It is not your typical YA ending where the protagonist slays the enemy and then kisses
the heroine. If there's a definition for a bittersweet ending, it is this novel.

Character development:

Leland, Jennifer and Dylan (The main characters) had a good character development. Some of the characters
who were introduced half way through the book (Billy, Maya) had a good character development too.

But I feel that someone like Aelfgar Hawx, one of my favourite characters in this book, did not receive as
much development as the previously mentioned characters. I felt that I wanted to know more about this man,
where he came from, how he became that strong etc..



Final thoughts:

I tried, as much as I could, to hide my excitement as I wrote this review. I even wanted to wait a couple of
days before writing it. This is easily one of the best books you might read in your life. It's a wild ride with
real characters and a plot that will make you excited for days.

The ending is so satisfactory -- yet you will want to read the second book the moment you complete it.

Regards, John.

Manon says

I was provided an ARC via NetGalley in exchange for an honest review.

Even though I’m a Slytherin, I don’t really enjoy being mean. But sometimes you just have to…

This was the story of Leland. Leland has lost his father when he was seven. The story starts when he’s
seventeen and thinks he’s going insane, mostly because he’s been hearing voices… (and we all know that
“hearing voices no one else can hear isn’t a good sign, even in the wizarding world.”)
But Leland apparently doesn’t know that, because he listens to the voices and goes to the basement on their
instructions. He is then transported to another planet, along with his two best friends.

Let’s get the good things out of the way, shall we?
I liked the world in this book. It was interesting, original and pretty well brought up…

However, the plot was slow, predictable and somewhat cliché. There were so many point of views that it lost
me too, a lot of them seemed useless and it rendered the plot even messier…

The writing seemed kinda immature at times and my eyes turned upward in their sockets on their own…
An example, you say? Here is is :

“ Where’s your heart? ” Leland asked Yoink firmly. “ How can you kill so easily? These are
lives! ”

Also we had the main characters screaming “Die!” before trying to kill someone.. I mean… Come on…

There was some useless gore and aggressivity too… For example, at some point, we get the point of view of
some dude just so we can find out exactly how he gets tortured and dies… That chapter was as useless as
they come… Except... maybe... for shock value?

I saw some sexism too… Despite the fact that all the soldiers are men, while the nurses are all women; there
was this moment, where Leland is thinking of how his father is gone :



“He missed the presence of a family leader. Leland wasn’t just a seventeen- year- old spoiled
kid; he was a son and a father- figure and a brother all in one.”

I’m sorry? Can’t women be family leaders?! Beside being disgustingly heteronormative, it’s also utterly
sexist… A mother is a family leader for fuck’s sake!

Finally, the characters were two dimensional, it was impossible to form a connection, they were deeply
unlikeable and uninteresting...

Basically, this brought no feelings (except annoyance?) throughout the whole thing... I simply didn’t care. At
all.

Abrar Touq says

Imagine reading about all of your favourite characters from all of your favourite books joining forces to
defeat evil for once and for all. I'm talking about Katniss Everdeen going on the fellow ship of the ring to
fight The Dark Lord for peace in Narnia. You can read that and more in Nostalgic Rain!

The book consist of a whole new world with a history and a cause. It is not your typical YA fiction where the
protagonist falls in love and conquer the bad guys then winning all the glory and fame. NR is about how
selfishness can blind you from seeing all the beauty of this world, it's about how your willpower can let out
what you are capable of doing without your knowledge, it's not about how important friends are but how
good they are to you, how far they can go with you and fight your battles with you.

I was impressed the whole time reading it. it reminded me of so many brilliant things I have already read, but
somehow NR has its own vibe. I really loved how the transition from one place to another and the POV of
one character to another took place. It was well-paced and not confusing. I've also always been amazed by
how authors can create a whole new universe that has its own rules and people rather than just setting the
book on earth regardless of the time (past-present-future) whatsoever. The creativity of one being can do
wonders!

The thing I liked the most about NR, is the characters development, although it's the first book (saying first
because I'm hoping there will be a sequel).

I only read the early review copy, the non-corrected proof and I was astonished and I can't wait to read final
book once again.

I hope I didn't reveal too much because I want everyone to go get, read and love Nostalgic Rain.

P.s. The book's official release is on the 1st of July, 2017.

Nancy (The Avid Reader) says

Leland is a seventeen year old who lost his father when he was just seven years old. The years since his



father has been gone Leland has stepped up to be the man of the house, the leader of his family. He does
what he can to help his mom and protect her. He helps her take care of his little brother and sister.

So when he starts hearing voices he doesn’t tell her because he wants to protect her and not put any more on
her than she already has. But when the voices start calling to him and wants him to go to the basement he
starts to have a more difficult time of handling the voices and has to tell someone so he tells his best friends
Jennifer and Dylan.

So Jennifer and Dylan decide to help to Leland beside they are best friends and that is what friends do.
Jennifer and Dylan go with Leland to his basement to hopefully learn what the voices are all about. They
don’t learn who or what the voices are at first but they find out more when they are transported to another
time and place or should I say another planet.

On this planet Leland learns a lot about himself and his family and finds out why he was summoned to the
planet. War is on the horizon and Leland may have to fight someone that has always been very close and
dear to his heart.

Nostalgic Rain is filled with lots of mystery and twists and turns that it will keep you dizzy the whole way
through right up until the end. You won’t know which end is up or which end is down. Come join Leland on
his ride of a lifetime to galaxies far, far away.

Sara K. S. says

Nostalgic Rain is one of the most wonderful creative book! I didn’t regret reading it honestly. I like the story
and the characters as well.

My friend recommended me to read this book. And I’m so grateful she did.

The ending was a SHOCK to me. I’d recommend you to read it, especially if you like to read action/horror
stories.

BBTheReader says

This book was quite well entertaining, it’s light &fast paced. It’s the type of books you wanna read when
you’re not in the mood for big complicated books and want a lovely fantasy story without much
commitment! :)
The author explained the world simply & beautifully, the language was decent, the characters didn’t jump
into the drama of romance and all.
I love oremanta’s three moons & the beautiful healing squad headquarter! It’s like a magical Spa place ;p
I also loved how we started with following one storyline, then it divided into multiple storylines as each gang
went into their own adventure.

****SPOILERS!****
****SPOILERS!!!!****



-I really liked the explanation of why Leland saw Jenny in his basement, it was really well thought of, and
the fight scene between Billy & Yoink was one of the best scenes in the novel, I liked how brave Billy was &
how he worked hard almost all his life for this moment & how he used the moxie in the fight. And I like
Aelfgar! Yeah okay all of us do :)
-Also I liked the glimpses back to earth& would’ve loved more of them.
4.5 stars was my initial rating buttt that ending!! 5 STARS for the ending, generally starting from the war,
the novel picked up VERY nicely, action & strong emotions.
And wait what does that ending mean!! Is there a way back to earth ?! wow
All the before the war felt like it misses something! & it could have been way better bcoz it has the potential
to, but after all, it’s all a personal taste & every author wants to deliver specific things to his readers.
-e.g, I personally felt that Jenny & Leland are just followers, they are just doing what they’ve been told to do,
I would’ve loved a bit of more exploring in the woods, what about discovering some of the places of
oremanta by themselves? Or a bit of recklessness ? How about Jenny goes nuts after witnessing two deaths
in front of her eyes & decides to join the war as a warrior ? Or maybe runaway until she discovers the
healing squad area by herself? Or what if Jenny & Roy somehow planed for some trick to save warden ?
I didn’t like what happen to warden, it felt like he was just an object to serve the story & to show us how
things work in oremanta & that village( e.g., with Billy it was more meaningful & it serves him as a
character & it was emotional & beautifully done)
-And Leland, he is a good character & always tries to do the right thing, but I’m not going to like him &
think high of him just b/c he is a Keo, boom! he got the sword of the legends! I don’t recall that he did any
proper training ( I don’t consider trying to kill the beasts a training) & I wished the deathly journey were
more deathly ;p, In comparison with Jack ( who seems to want to compete with Leland), Jack worked hard
on himself so if he’s going to win a fight, he’s going to do so bcoz he deserved it ( Not just for being lucky &
having the blood of a Keo) besides, Jack is funny & I liked how he survived in the woods in the beginning of
the novel & adopted really well by himself! I wished we had the chance to see more of him!
-l also wished the feelings between the characters were stronger & deeper ( whether it’s friendship, romance
or mentor-student relationship)

Waiting for book two!! Hope it will be as interesting & well written.

A.S. Altabtabai says

I wrote the book in five years, so here's a star for each one. Thank you for the support, love you all!

Kirsty Hanson says

When I first read the blurb of this book, I thought that it was a middle-grade novel. The characters didn't
sound like they were seventeen and the plot itself sounded like it was for younger readers. Let me just clarify
this right now, this book is for older readers and I would definitely not recommend it to middle-grade
children because of its mature content and gore.What seventeen-year-old Leland finds in the abandoned
basement of his house is something he will never forget.

Leland lost his father when he was seven. Since then, he has successfully adapted to the awful life of being a
student, the man of the house, and a father figure to his two younger siblings. All of that changes when he
and his best friends stumble upon a secret in his deserted basement, and fall into another dimension with



three moons, foggy woods, and an ancient castle-Oremanta.

Learning who he really is, how he came to this remote planet, and the shocking, ugly mystery of Oremanta
aren't as bad as the quest he finds himself obligated to complete-killing someone he never thought he'd meet
in Oremanta to save everyone.

As aforementioned, when I first started reading this book, I did think that the characters were younger than
seventeen but when I was introduced to their every day environments, I quickly realised that I was wrong.
The story instantly caught my attention; it had this very dark underlying theme to it at the beginning of the
book and there's one scene that seemed just like it had stepped out of a horror movie like The Grudge.

Then, as the story begins to develop, we are sent to another galaxy and I found the world so interesting. It
reminded me of Game of Thrones in the sense where you shouldn't really get attached to any of the
characters because, without spoiling anything for you, let me just say that a lot of people die in this book...
like... a lot. As soon as I had gotten over one death, I was mourning the next, it was crazy. And I do feel like
that craziness is one of this book's downfalls. In some parts, the plot was just way too quick and I couldn't
keep up with what was going on.

"In this life, we lose people we love, and we endure a lot of hardships. What I've learned in
those years is that emotions are dangerous. When you lose something you loved, it's the
memories that remain, and they haunt and suffocate and bury you alive. But it doesn't really
matter. What counts is what you did during that time. Were you able to carry on? Were you
able to keep on living? As long as you're keeping the necessary elements in your life alive, it
doesn't matter what brutal realities you go through."

- A.S Altabtabai, Nostalgic Rain: Galaxies Away

However, another thing that I absolutely loved about this book was that with every chapter, the POV
changed, so we got to see different sides of the war, different character's opinions and their strength and
weaknesses. Which brings me onto my next point: the characters were enjoyable to read, sometimes they
came across as a bit flat, but most of the time, they seemed like well-rounded characters. Leland annoyed me
sometimes; I feel like he got a bit 'too-big-for-his-boots' at times and pushed Jennifer aside when he didn't
need her. Also, I didn't see the point in Jennifer actually staying behind when Leland went on his adventure?
If it was because she was supposed to have her own character arc whilst he was away, that didn't really pan
out did it, to be honest... So, when Leland and all of the other male characters wanted Jennifer to stay in the
Castle, I just got angry.

But...! THAT ENDING! WHAT IS GOING ON THERE?! Is there going to be a second book? Because I
really need to see what that ending is all about because I literally finished the book with question marks



hanging over my head.

Overall, this was an enjoyable book to read. It did have its problems like the ones I have mentioned above,
but it's such a thrilling, gory, and exciting read. Remember, it may read like a middle-grade novel, but the
content is bloody and stabby stabby most of the time!

Disclaimer: this book was sent to me by the publisher in exchange for an honest review

Released 1st July

Sarah Alshraifi says

"The pain inside you that drove you all the way through is stronger than anything else in the world" Aelfgar
Hawx - Nostalgic Rain.

Just like what the cover says, it's the kind of novel that takes you galaxies away. in this book you see
different characters getting along so well and how Leland transforms from a normal teen boy to a hero who a
lot of lives depends on him.
The more you read, the more you fall in love with each character And the more curiosity you have about
what's gonna happen. And I must say this, that after reading this book I really need an Aelfgar Hawx in my
life.

Rawan says

Gah! Be forewarned: this one leaves you hanging in a beautiful yet must-have-the-next-book kind of way.
Highly enjoyable, Got my attention from page one!
Instantly, I loved the character of Leland and was amused by his unconventional introduction in the novel. I
also liked the other characters and overall feel of the story.
The book was so good, I had a hard time putting it down because I wanted to see everything get resolved so
that everyone had their happy ending. I really had no idea what was going to happen! Altabtabai did a
wonderful job of keeping the suspense going, and keeping me engaged. and I have to confess, I had no idea it
would end as it would, but even though it wasnt how I may have ended, the way Altabtabai wrapped things
up was wonderful.
This is one of the first books I've read that I thought would make a WONDERFUL MOVIE.
This novel, this ASTOUNDING novel is worthy of its reputation and its mystique. Memorable characters,
amazing language and unforgettable story. A great, solid five-star read for sure.

Shaikha says

I received an early copy of Nostalgic Rain and I just finished reading it.
This book took me on a wonderful journey to another dimension, it was an emotional rollercoaster!
Cliffhangers and plot twists are the two things I look for in the books I read and Nostalgic Rain HAS IT
ALL. I'm impressed by the creativity and how smart this book was written. I can't recommend this to a
specific group of people because honestly, anyone can enjoy this! The pace and development of the story



was on point with perfect timing, I didn't feel bored reading this, it kept me at the edge of my seat. It's a real
page-turner and impossible to put down because you keep wanting to know more & more. As for the ending;
DAYYUUMM!! Mind = blown, I gasped so loud!!
I don't want to spoil anything but If you're into YA Fiction/Fantasy and Mystery, then this book is for you. It
will be released July 1st, 2017 so don't forget to get your copy!

kalali says

First of all I have to say this book deserves a SOLID 5 stars .
WARNING SPOILERS ??
It's the kind of book that you think it's going to be a happy-go-lucky, rainbows and unicorn book but as you
dive into the story it become more dark and sad and I gotta say ??THE FEELINGS WAARDEEN ??I really
liked him until OHH MYYY GOD ?? .

?Can we just appreciate the development of Leland I really love stories when the character develop over the
story.

Long story short I really want a second book NOW!!

Selena Richard says

I asked the author for an early copy—as I found this from one my friends who marked it as “Want to read”.
Before proceeding with the review, I’d love to give praise for the cover. It’s why I decided to email the
author and ask him for a copy.

Have you ever read a book, or books, that started with many questions and then only half of those questions
get answered by the time you complete the novel? Well, Nostalgic Rain is the exact opposite.

The first three or four chapters were risky—the author had built some good suspense and raised many
questions that I, personally, have thought were nearly impossible to answer. I can’t say much as this will
spoil the story, but congrats to the author – he pulled it off and explained everything as the story went on.
And not only that—the story started to build itself upon those pillars created in the beginning of the book,
making you realize that the author knows exactly where he’s taking us.

The foreshadowing in Nostalgic Rain is the main reason why I came here to write a review. As the story
moves forward, there are hints here and there about things that would happen later on, but they are so subtle
you can barely notice them. This makes the plot twists in this book all believable.

I won’t speak much about the characters, but “most” main characters have a very good character
development that forces you to sympathies with them and feel their struggles.

If anything, I feel lucky for reading this novel before everyone. It is the best thing I’ve read in a while. And
I’d like to thank A.S Balance for providing me with a free copy, much appreciated!



Boutheina Dammak says

I received this book today and it's so beautiful i can't wait to start reading it

Sarra Terry says

Nostalgic Rain is the debut novel from A.S Balance. It revolves around a young boy named Leland who
finds himself facing a series of mysteries ten years following the death of his father.

What I LOVED about the book:

The characters are NOT flawless. They try and fail and move on to do what they have to do next. It feels so
organic. You get a good balance between failures and successes, making you wonder about the outcome of
the next challenge they face.

You know a novel is good when the characters other than the MC have a well-thought, fully fleshed
characters with background stories and certain unique traits (Except for few characters, that I would not
name here not to spoil the story.)

Now, let’s get into the details.

NR starts with Leland, the MC, hearing “creepy voices,”. I haven’t thought that this would be the best start
for a novel(felt like a cliche to be honest). But one thing kept me going—the plot never stops evolving. I
have read many books in which there’s a GREAT start, but then that’s it. NR starts with a good hook, and
then, from there, it escalates. Leland’s character shapes up as the story goes on, and fragments of his old
memories are often revisited throughout the novel from different perspectives.

I was expecting to read another Narnia Rip off. NR is far from that. The plot is original and the characters are
three-dimensional. Once you finish reading this, you will realize that you know more than you think about
the characters and Oremanta.

Speaking of the ending….that ending.

Give me Book 2, right now, please.


